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Englishman congratulating himself on his descent from
heroes who endured confiscation, attainder, in the self-
same cause—but in 1688. The English resist aggression at
the outset; they are used to, are glad to, make sacrifices
for, not bargains of, their sovereigns; and, needing no
reflected light, they are not good boasters. There is no
doubt that a great deal of Scots* flesh was given in 1715
and in 1745 for the House of Stewart. There is no doubt
that some Scots' gold was offered on the same account.
But one has not heard that the loyal Scots—loyal, as they
say, to the Stewarts,—ever attempted to minister to the
necessities of their liege Lord, the Cardinal King Henry
the Ninth. Ethics, derived from Master John Knox,
whose iconoclastic ardour stopped at the "saxpence" and
made it the idolatrous object of supreme worship of dulia
and hyperdulia and latria, no doubt mitigated the sentiment
of loyalty in regard to a king who happened to be a
prelatical papist. A national fund, a fund raised by the
adherents of the Stewarts, to provide a yearly income for
their exiled sovereign, would have been graceful and
acceptable. It is the duty of a people to maintain its mon-
arch; and it is not beneath the dignity of monarchy to
accept such maintenance offered in loyalty, Peter's Pence is
nothing but a fund of yearly offerings instituted by King
Alfred the Great of England for the maintenance of the
Sovereign Pontiff. In the case of Cardinal King Henry
the Ninth, however, no such guaranteed annuity was forth-
coming from the nation of which no inconsiderable part
admitted his right to rule. Loyalty to the Stewarts—prac-
tical living loyalty—was confined to individuals, few in
number; and it became necessary to seek another method
of solving the difficulty.
Private munificence, towards the King de jure, on thei
part of—let it be said, for Cardinal Henry himself said
it, and none had more right to decide than he—on the
part of the King de facto, King George the Third, the

